
General 
● Women are more likely to be victims and perpetrators (compared to other forms of 

crime) 
● Europe (most individuals trafficked to from other regions of the world) 
● Asia (largest and most prominent destination for traffickers)  
● One of the hardest parts about fighting this crime is our lack of strategy and organization 
● Haven't had logical categories to organize data 
● Trends in Trafficking 

○ Men victims and forced labor have increased 
○ More domestic victims (Around 42%) 
○ Trafficking flows are very similar to migration flows 
○ Places of conflict and war are correlated with higher number of victims (Ex. Syria) 
○ The less developed a country it the younger the victims are 

Responses to Trafficking  
● The Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons  

●  63% of the 155 countries and territories this report had passed laws against 
trafficking  

○ Note: laws focus on criminalizing sexual exploitation and forced labor  
● 16% had passed anti-trafficking laws that cover only certain elements of the 

Protocol definition  
○ Usually caused on sexual exploitation or female victims  

○ Victim protection and assistance measures 
■ Protect privacy and identity of victims of trafficking 

● number of countries having anti- trafficking legislation more than doubled between 2003 
and 2008  

● 54% of responding countries have established a special anti-human trafficking police 
unit  

● Regional variance in compliance to standards 
○ Not dependent on prosperity but national initiative 

Gender, Citizenship, and Forms of Victimization 
- Perpetrators often take advantage of local connections and gain trust with potential 

victims (same gender → more trust)/ family ties 
- Domestic trafficking may be underrepresented due to restrictive definitions of trafficking 
- A lot of trafficking occurs within the same region 
- Exception: East Asia - victims were detected in more than 20 countries in regions 

throughout the world, including Europe, the Americas, the Middle East, Central Asia and 
Africa  

United Nations Global Initiative to Fight Human Trafficking (UN.GIFT)  
● research looked beyond the ratification of the Protocol to ask how many countries had 

formulated national legislation and created supporting institutions and how many 
investigations, prosecutions and convictions these efforts had produced  

Data Summary (Specific to Criminal Justice Data) 
● What the data tells us 



○ Categorizes countries based on definition of trafficking 
○ Which countries are effective in implementing their anti-trafficking legislation 

● Problems with the data 
○ Fails to tell us the amount of trafficking take place 
○ Will governments be willing to share it with entities such as the United Nations 
○ Is the response of a given country proportional to the challenge it faces 
○ Do the number of offences actually correlate with the number of offences 

reported  
○ lack of an agreed definition or legal standard of human trafficking at the 

international level results in inconsistent usage 
● Ways the Data could be improved 

○ a public that reports suspicious activity and a legal/social service structure that 
encourages and supports victims to step forward and testify against their 
trafficking offenders  

● Countries represented in the study 
 
 
 

 
 


